NOTES:
- Designed for interior use
- Multiple face finish and color options.
- Charcoal foam depth sizes: 1/2", 3/4", 1", 1 1/2", 2", and 3"
- Optional - 1/8" acrylic face
- Optional painted back and return
- Minimum 6" high letters
- Combination All mount has stud through pads on both top and bottom mounts.
- Router cut

PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLE

- Premium Chemetal (0.030" aluminum) or Gemini extruded acrylic face with patented Bern-Lok lamination
- Horizontal grain standard. Vertical optional

Inside radius varies based on foam depth (0.070" - 0.19")

- Threaded studs
- Adjustable pads
- 2" aluminum 10-24 stud standard (Stainless steel optional)

- Designed for interior use
- Multiple face finish and color options.
- Charcoal foam depth sizes: 1/2", 3/4", 1", 1 1/2", 2", and 3"
- Optional - 1/8" acrylic face
- Optional painted back and return
- Minimum 6" high letters
- Combination All mount has stud through pads on both top and bottom mounts.
- Router cut

PRODUCT TYPE: METAL LAMINATE ON FOAM - COMBINATION ALL MOUNT
MATERIAL: LAM ON FOAM
PRODUCT TYPE: LAMINATED FOAM
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